JOB DESCRIPTION –

ROLE OVERVIEW
Title:

Technical Field Engineer

Department:

Field, Operations

Reporting to:
(Line Manager, Location)

Programme Manager (Oxfordshire, Wiltshire, Berkshire or Hampshire)

Key Relationships:

Field Engineers, Service Desk Engineers, Procurement Clerk, Account
Managers

Hours:

40 hours per week (Mon – Fri)

Number of Direct Reports:

0
20k-25k + overtime and on-call allowance, company van, mobile phone and
laptop

Salary:

Job summary:

An opportunity exists for a Technical Field Engineer, based from home in the
South of England – preferably in Oxfordshire, Wiltshire, Berkshire or
Hampshire. A clean driving licence and the ability to work away from home
is essential. A good knowledge of networking, data cabling and IT Support in a
Windows environment are absolutely necessary.
Previous experience of field roles and WiFi technologies would be an
advantage.
The successful candidate will be:
-

Job Requirements
-

Other details:

Highly motivated, articulate and have great interpersonal skills
Conscientious, responsible attitude and a demonstrable pride in
completing work to an excellent standard
To install and support outdoor WiFi networks
Be happy to work outdoors, comfortable working at sensible heights
and proficient in using small handheld tools e.g. drills and drivers

Uniform, tools and a fully quipped company vehicle will be provided. The
normal working week is Monday – Friday, although flexibility for some
scheduled weekend work will be required. All field engineers also form part of
an on-call rota, providing weekend cover for emergency, high priority issues.
Typically, each engineer covers one weekend in six.
For efficiency, we aim for engineers to work in their own area. However, as a
UK-wide company, travel to other areas is inevitable at times, and overnight
stays will be required. We cover normal expenses and overtime is payable
when projects demand.

Ad-hoc tasks:

From time to time as deemed appropriate, ad hoc tasks will be assigned.
These should be completed to the agreed standard and timescale.
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